IT
TAKES
DRIVE. FOCUS. VISION.

IT TAKES PEOPLE
LIKE YOU.
Join the winning team at Bryant!
Bryant Canada is proud to deliver the heating
and cooling solutions that have kept Canadians
comfortable since 1904.
Bryant offers the industry’s most complete line
of heating and cooling system components,
all designed to work together to provide dependable
comfort and energy savings. Add to that Bryant’s
highly trained and highly skilled dealers, and you have
the most proven equipment and expertise available.
Ask us how you can get on the Bryant team today!

bryantcanada.com

Products and program

1904 – Charles Bryant founds the Natural Gas
Regulator Company in Cleveland, Ohio. The company
soon begins to manufacture gas-fired water heaters
and, in 1908, changes its name to the Bryant Heating
& Manufacturing Co.

OUR HISTORY

1919 – The expanding company now offers a
guarantee of 80% efficiency with its tubular gas
boilers for hot water, vapour and steam heating. By
the mid-1920s, the majority of gas boilers sold in the
U.S. are made by Bryant.

Times were simpler back in 1904. The Wright Brothers
had just made their historic first flight at Kitty Hawk. The first
comic book was invented. And a soon-to-be tradition-the ice
cream cone - was introduced at the World’s Fair in St. Louis.

1927 – With record sales in gravity gas furnaces.
Bryant begins to develop a reputation for reliable
performance. A new mascot – “the pup” is featured
in an ad campaign that says Bryant furnaces are so
simple, you can “let your pup be your furnace man.”

Those were the times that inspired Charles Bryant to lay the
foundations for another tradition: simple, reliable comfort.
From those early gas-fired boilers to today’s sophisticated home
comfort systems, Bryant’s standard for quality has stayed the
same: unsurpassed comfort and worry-free operation.

1937 – Bryant furthers its reputation for innovation by
launching the Dualator, an all-in-one heating and cooling
unit. A few years later, the U.S. Army and Navy call on
Bryant to use its heating expertise in the war effort. In
1949, Bryant, Day & Night and Payne buy themselves out
of Dresser and form Affiliated Gas Equipment (AGE).

Bryant has celebrated its 100th Anniversary in 2004, and
we believe that the tradition Charles Bryant started is about
more than heating and cooling. It’s about earning the trust of
customers across the country by taking care of their indoor
comfort needs. Now and for the next hundred years.

1955 - Carrier Corporation purchases AGE and
Bryant’s corporate head quarters move to Indianapolis.
Bryant begins an affiliation with Indy Racing; the first
Bryant car debuts at the Indy 500 in 1958.

PROGRAMS & PROMOTIONS

1974 – Carrier Corp forms BDP Company and Bryant
becomes the “B” in BDP. In 1979, Carrier Corp. is
purchased by United Technologies Corp., a Fortune
100 provider of high-technology for the aerospace and
building systems industries.

Bryant’s national programs and promotions are designed to help
you lead the race in your market. Utilize these tools as a dealer,
and you will be throttled into the lead position in your market.
Factory Authorized Dealer program

1981 – Bryant pioneers one of the first
90%-efficient gas furnaces, with comfort-enhancing
variable speed operation. A few years later, Bryant
introduces the Dual Pack, the world’s first outdoor
gas heating and electric cooling unit.

Training (Business, Sales, Technical)
Co-operative Advertising
Dedicated Sales Representation
Online Resources

1996 – Nearly a decade before the gradual phaseout of ozone-depleting refrigerants, Bryant introduces
products with Puron®, an environmentally sound
refrigerant. The line quickly gains popularity for its
high-efficiency and unsurpassed reliability.

Selling Tools
Consumer Promotions
Sales Incentives

2000 – As other manufacturers begin to introduce
alternative refrigerant products, Bryant expands its
innovative Puron® refrigerant product line to include the
first packaged air conditioners/heat pumps and twospeed condensing units.
2004 – Celebrating its first 100 years, Bryant
continues its proud tradition of proven reliability
and optimum year-round comfort. With a strong
foundation in the residential and commercial markets
to build on, Bryant looks forward to another century
of success.
Based on standard U.S. Government tests

Central Air Conditione r
Cooling Only
Split System

Compare the Energy Efficiency of this
Air Conditioner with Others Before You Buy.
This Model’s Efficiency

13.0

Energy efficiency range of all similar models
Least Efficient
13.00

Most Efficient
20.0

2006 – Bryant introduces a new line of residential
cooling products that not only meet, but exceed the
Federal Government’s 13SEER minimum efficiency
mandate. Once again, Bryant answers the call for
efficient, environmentally-responsible products.

Seasonal Stocking Opportunities
Consumer Financing Programs
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PRODUCTS
Whether your interested in quiet operation, better efficiency ratings, improved humidity control, or more consistent room-to-room
temperatures, you’ll find all those benefits and more in a wide range of choices.
Bryant offers the industry’s most complete line of heating and cooling system components, all designed to work together to provide
dependable comfort and energy savings. Add to that Bryant’s highly trained and highly skilled dealers, and you have the most proven
equipment and expertise available.

Furnaces, Fan Coils & Broilers
Bryant’s high-efficiency furnaces and fan coils offer remarkable
energy savings and comfort with Perfect Heat Perfect Humidity™.
For hot water heating, Bryant boilers offer fast heat transfer to
warm homes quickly.

Air Conditioners & Heat Pumps
The perfect choice for quiet comfort, long-term reliability and
money-saving efficiency. Matched with a variable speed furnace
or fan coil and an Evolution™ Control, they can also deliver great
humidity control.

System Products
Bryant’s Humidifiers, air cleaners and ventilators help maintain
optimal humidity levels and keep inside air fresh and clean.
Easy-to-read thermostats keep temperatures comfortable and
save energy. Bryant zoning systems can eliminate hot and cold
spots and can reduce heating/cooling costs up to 40%.

Duct Free Systems
Bryant offers the strongest ductless lineup. If ducted heating
and cooling isn’t an option due to space restrictions or if there’s
a desire to enhance a current ducted system our ductless systems
are the solution.

Puron® Since 1996, Bryant’s Puron refrigerant systems have been offering homeowners the perfect environmentally
sound alternative to chlorine-based freon®-22*. So for the 2010 phase-out of R-22, Bryant has a head start with
proven products and a wide range or performance benefits without contributing to ozone layer depletion.
Hybrid Heat™ These systems deliver exceptional performance using a heating source (electricity or gas) that provides
its most energy-efficient comfort during moderate heating conditions.
Evolution™ System With Bryant’s Evolution System, home-owners can enjoy the enhanced comfort provided by
variable speed technology, such as longer heating and cooling cycles for consistent temperatures throughout the
home, money-saving energy efficiency and extra-quiet operation. It’s a fully integrated total system solution.
*The registered owner of Freon is E.I. Dupont de Nemour & Co.
SM

DISTRIBUTION
In Canada, Bryant is a national brand and is supported through factory owned distribution.
It is sold through 38 WWG Totaline locations. Our distribution locations not only stock
Bryant products, but also parts and supplies for many other manufacturers products.
WWG Totaline’s team of employees has the greatest number of years experience in the
HVAC industry and are knowledgeable and can assist you with your HVAC-R needs.

SM

Whatever it Takes – our marching orders to
challenges and questions we face daily. “No” is not
in our vocabulary. It not only can be done; it will
be done. Because our customers deserve nothing
less than our best effort.
We pride ourselves on having a very tight dealer
network that is constantly generating ideas to
make our products and service better. Bryant’s
everyday tools and techniques are available to do
the job better, quicker and more efficient than the
last time.

SM

Bryant’s full line of heating and cooling products provide quiet,
reliable comfort and exceptional indoor air quality.

For more information, please contact us at

SM

1-800-561-8178 | bryantcanada.com

